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Chris Savage had
finished messing
with cars, until he
stumbled upon
a design in his
lunchbreak that
would keep him busy
for a good few years

B

ACK IN 2005 I completed my
Stratos replica then promptly
set about messing with it. I’d
built it with a Lancia 4 pot
twin cam motor to save costs
but had always intended fitting
an Alfa V6. Did that with a
rebuilt stock engine. Then
did it again with a fresh-built
tuned aspirated engine...then
did it yet again with another
fresh built engine, this time
supercharged. It was 2011 by
that time and circumstances
encouraged me to sell the car. Having sold it,
various folk asked me ‘what next’ to which I
would reply – ‘nah, done with that.’
So, a few years pass, and as one does, I’m
mooching around on the internet to fill an
empty lunchbreak. And I came across a really
interesting looking build on the Southern Kit
Cars Club web forum. After a bit of digging, I
found out it was called Midlana and had been
designed by a chap called Kurt Bilinski who
lives in California and who had a bit of previous
in this area, having also designed and built a
mid-engine Mini-alike. I really liked the look of
the Midlana and after some more investigation,
decided it was worth the asking price for a copy
of the build book Kurt had produced. (This is
printed on demand by lulu.com so is readily
available anywhere in the world. If you do want
a copy, buy direct from Lulu.com, or at the very
least, check the price first – apparently there are
people selling the book on Amazon etc for way
more than the actual cover price). At around the
same time as discovering Midlana, I was getting
close to finishing work following yet another
round of contraction/reorganisation by my
employer, and I thought it might be a good idea
to have something to do once I did finish full
time employment.
To her credit, my partner Vickie wasn’t hugely
surprised when I turned up with the book and
said I wanted to build one once I had retired.
I did do a few jobs round the house before I
started the build, so got a few Brownie points
that way.

Luckily Chris is an
electronics engineer.
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Alfa 166 donates
its drivetrain.

The car is a transverse mid engine layout (like
the Stratos replica) and although the designer
used a heavily boosted Honda K20 in his, he
made it very clear that he wants people to build
their own car and do their own thing. I quote
from his book:
‘I want people to customize their car. Think
of the book as a cookbook. If you – the chef –
want to add a little more of this or that, great!
The book provides a starting point, a known

solution for a fun competitive car that works, but
individual variation is encouraged. As long as the
suspension geometry isn’t changed, where the
tubes go—within reason—isn’t a big deal, really.’
Given my liking for the Alfa V6, having
one in my daily drive at the time, wanting to
make something that was at least as nippy as
the Westfield we have and wanting to build this
thing as cheaply as I could, I decided another
Alfa V6 was the way to go... but I was determined
to leave this one as a stock engine and not to
mess with it at all. I found a suitable donor
vehicle with a sound engine and stripped it. It
provided engine, gearbox (which I later swapped
for one with a shorter diff), all the electrics/
electronics including ECU, instruments, upper
steering column and switchgear plus a bunch of
other odds & sods. I even managed to sell a few
bits off the Alfa 166 donor too.
Midlana uses Mk1 (NA) Mazda MX5 uprights
at the four corners so I needed those too. In the
end, I just bought a complete car and stripped
that too. I got more for the roof than I paid for
the car, so that was nice. I also decided to use the
MX5 brakes, although I have put slightly larger
discs on the back with some caliper spacers to
give a bit more rear braking effort – essential
with this layout of car.
At this point I had a large pile of grotty bits
so spent a while generally cleaning and tarting
up these donor parts and storing them away
carefully. I did give the engine a full service
including cambelt, idlers, water pump and crank
and camshaft oil seals but other than that, I left it
well alone. These things get expensive as soon as
you start ‘improving’ them. A decent gasket set

MEET THE
DESIGNER:

Chris’ zinc
plating came...

...out well.

There’s no magic
suspension tree.

Overhauled
and tidied up.

Refurbished gearbox
and ﬁnal drive.

was well north of £300 the last time I looked.
On my previous Alfa V6 rebuilds I’d gone
with new bolts as part of the cosmetic aspect of
cleaning them up, but they always seemed to
rust the second you touch them with a spanner.
This time I tried a new approach – electrolytic
de-rusting and DiY zinc plating. That kept me
amused for weeks!
Having got the donor parts sorted there was a
bit of a break in proceedings, but having finally
retired and spent a good while refurbishing the
bathroom, I got cracking. I don’t intend this to
be a full blow-by-blow build report, there’s loads
at www.midlana.com if you want to go look, this
is just a taster really.
With this kind of build the first thing you
need is a build table to build the chassis on.
Seems obvious, but it’s easy to overlook until you
get into it. I copied a design another Midlana
builder had come up with that used thin steel
‘C’ section ‘studs’ intended for plasterboard
walls. I used two pieces interlocked to make
a box section, then used these to form the

structure and attached them to some ¾” water
resistant MDF. Given the size of the table and
not wanting to make it up from pieces, I opted
for non-standard oversize sheets, which was a bit
more expensive but did give a really nice flat &
true surface.
The inner structure was strengthened where
the engine would sit and the whole thing sat on a
heavy steel frame with 6 legs and adjustable feet.
Some decisions you have to make early are
what seats to use, as they influence quite a few
things around them. I opted for JK Composites
seats as they are well priced, compact, available
in a range of sizes and are absurdly comfortable
for something with so little padding.
Apart from the critical dimensions of
suspension pickups, quite a lot of the design
is considered ‘free’, so you can accommodate
pretty much any set of bits you might fancy, but
I wanted to try and keep the width to book spec
as it starts getting a bit more complicated if you
widen the car. I did add 100mm to the length
of the engine bay to help out with the bulky

Name: Kurt Bilinski
Born, raised, and still living
Southern California
I’ve always been interested in
building things; perhaps this
comes from my father, who built
the house we grew up in. My
earliest recollection of messing
with mechanical things was using
his hammer to smash the ﬂoat
vials in his building level. [Not sure
what they’re called in the UK].
My first interest as a kid was
chemistry, making things that
go boom back before that sort
of thing put you in prison. Then
one day, I was separating water
into hydrogen and oxygen (never
mind why) using batteries, and
realized that I enjoyed working
with electricity and wires more
than chemicals. What helped
that along was a strong curiosity
about how things worked, and
my father bringing home old
electrical equipment that he’d
pulled out of the waste bin at the
Navel Electronic lab! That interest
then spread to computers and
software, and by the time I was 12yrs old, I pretty much knew what I
wanted to do.
Of course, I was still interested
in mechanical things, and at one
point, had to decide between
electrical or mechanical
engineering for a career path. I
chose electrical because even
back in the 1970s, I could see that
computers were becoming a thing,
and the electrical path seemed
the more secure, and it did pan
out that way. Still, the interest in
mechanical things remained, and
I was something of a late-bloomer
when it came to cars, only getting
interested when my brother
bought an old Datsun 510. Later,
I ended up with a Datsun 1200,
not realizing what I had. At the
time, it was still supported by the
Datsun Competition Department,
and that pretty much opened the
ﬂoodgates on my interest. Small
modifications turned into larger
ones, ending up with a street car
that was more of a race car.
After the Datsun, I started
looking for a ‘real’ sports car,
but this was the crazy 80s, when
everything slightly exotic in the
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Before he
could start...

...a build table.

‘I’M KEEPING THE
TIG – I LOVE IT!’

...building the car
Chris built...

Tack welding...

V6. My last build had been a bit snug round the
engine and I didn’t want a repeat of that. With
hindsight, I could have squeezed it into book
dimensions, but I’m glad I didn’t. That extra
bit of wheelbase will help stability on what is
otherwise quite a short and wide car and it also
helped with a few less critical elements around
assembly.
Compared to a typical UK spec car of this
type, the material gauge used is on the heavy
side. Kurt did this so his car would qualify for
use in certain US track series, and I did consider
going somewhat lighter, but after giving it some
thought, decided to stick with the book figures.
My main reason was to give me a bit more
leeway with the welding. I’m not a fabricator so
wanted to give myself the best chance of making
a strong chassis, and welding thin-wall tube is
more challenging for a novice. The basic chassis,
painted, came in at 193kg. If I had been very
careful and used significantly lighter materials
wherever possible, I could probably have shaved
maybe 50kg off that. Given I was using the 24V
Alfa V6 (250kg all up for engine & gearbox), I
figured it was never going to be a lightweight
anyway, so what the heck. Completed, it weighs
860kg ready to go, with fuel in it.
On the topic of welding, part of my initial
research was to look into welding methods or
rather, what to use for my build. I’d done a bit
of MIG and in the very distant past, a fair bit of
oxyacetylene welding on old scrappers. I had a
noddy hobby MIG but knew that wasn’t going
to be up to the job so looked at alternatives.
Still trying to keep costs down, I managed to
pick up an old and slightly faulty Lincoln MIG
machine that turned out to be an easy fix. and
I also took a punt on a really cheap DC TIG.
As things turned out, I really didn’t use much
MIG at all – almost the entire thing was done
with TIG. Towards the end of the basic chassis
construction I realised I was going to need to be
welding aluminium as well, so ended up doing
what I should have at the very start and bought a
decent AC/DC TIG welder. Doh. That said, the
MIG did get good use building the base for the
table, the chassis trolley and rotisserie (more on
those later). I also used MIG where access was
good and the welds were simple clean runs – it’s
quicker & cheaper than TIG after all. MIG is
great for one-handed tacking too. Have to say
it was nice to have both technologies set up and
ready to use at a moment’s notice, but it was a
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...the ﬁrst chassis members.

bit of a luxury. Having completed the car, I sold
the MIG as I didn’t really think I’d need one
in future. Keeping the TIG though, love that
thing!
After the fundamental decisions are made,
it’s time to get cutting and welding. It was a
significant day when I drew that first datum
line on the pristine surface of the build table.
Marking up the basic layout and cutting the first
tubes was surprisingly quick work and incredibly
satisfying after the long wait to get building.
I did the vast majority of tube cutting using a
TCT blade in a compound mitre saw I already
had. Got through a few blades but it was still
cheaper than buying a dedicated metal cutting
saw and way more accurate and less messy than
using an angle grinder/hot cut type of deal.
Mind you, the angry grinder did get plenty of
use.
For the chassis base, the square tubes are
located and held in place by screwing blocks to
the build table, then the tubes get tack welded.
After putting the basic chassis floor perimeter
together it was finish-welded on one side, welds
ground back flat, flipped over and put back in
the blocks (it went in with barely a squeak, which
was satisfying) then finish-welded on the now

upper face.
There aren’t many bent tubes in the design
but it does call for a few. The B pillar/arch and
the A pillars. There are a few ways to do the
‘roof’ structure/windscreen aperture (assuming
you want a screen of course). I opted to have
simple hoops for A and B locations with some
bracing between them. This is considered an
alternative in the book. The original design has a
crossover with the right A pillar/roof bar joining
the B pillar on the left, and vice versa, with a
crossover in the middle. Extra bracing is up to
the builder. I wanted a design that was hopefully
pretty rigid but also not too awkward to get in
and out of – I am an old fart after all.
It is quite possible to build the car without the
‘cage’, but it’ll be a lot less stiff.
One tool I bought that was a true joy to
use was a JD2 tube notcher. It uses cheap hole
saws so cutting different sized notches is not
a problem or expensive to tool up for. A very
capable bit of kit. You can of course do this
job with just the grinder, but it’s very time
consuming, and good fit-up really helps with
strong joints.
Another design choice to make is front
suspension – inboard or outboard dampers. Kurt

Cage growing...

...from the chassis.

Suspension
pickups...

...going on.

did inboard, just for the book really and although
it’s a bit more work and expense, I thought I’d
go that way. The outboard option has been done
by a few folk building Midlana but it does raise
some questions you need to answer about how to
locate the top of the spring/damper units. The
long wishbones mean you end up with a pretty
angled damper, or a very high inboard mounting
fixture.
The front of the chassis with the inboard
option is pretty chunky!
The single most important part of building
the chassis has to be getting the suspension
pickup points in the right place. Having never
done anything like this before, I was a bit
concerned about getting this right. I’m not going
to mention any names, but there have been
kit manufacturers in the past who have failed
spectacularly in this regard….
It’s probably commonplace, but it was new
to me to use a simple fixture referenced to
the datum line on the build table to locate the
pickup points, then just make the brackets
to fill the gap between the perfect location
established by the jig and wherever your chassis
happened to end up. These ‘jigs’ are easy to
make and use accurately. Of course, being

me, I complicated matters. I wanted the front
suspension rear mountings to aim along the load
axis of the wishbone so the rod ends wouldn’t
have any bending loads on them. This involved
a complicated juggling act with rod ends and
extra fixtures screwed to the table but I got it
done. This is rarely done (‘cos it’s a PITA and
can cause issues with joint articulation too if not
using spherical joints) – you’ll see an awful lot
of wishbones where the mounting brackets are
square to the line of travel, not the line of force.
Probably total overkill given the size of the joints
used, but I wanted to do it...and that’s kind of the
point of this car.
Having done the basic structure at the front
of the car, the next thing that needed sorting out
was some manner of engine mounting. This was
one of those times where it’s nice to have friends!
I’ve known Craig from LB Specialist Cars
(formerly known as ListerBell) quite a long time
and he foolishly(!) offered to assist me. Given
he uses the Alfa V6 in his lovely Stratos replica,
I’d already purchased a few parts from him to
help my build – the cable gearshift mechanism
adapter setup, engine mounts, some exhaust
parts and few other bits from his shiny stainless
steel emporium. He offered to help up with

car world became unattainable.
About that same time, I started a
new job at an aerospace company.
One day I was travelling with a
coworker and our talk eventually
turned to cars. I mentioned that
I’d been considering several Lotus
Seven-type kit cars, and of all of
them, only liked one. My coworker
looked at me funny and said, ‘I
designed that car!’ I ended up not
buying it because, as good as the
car was, the company itself was a
little sketchy, and they, like many
kit car companies, soon went out
of business. My coworker also
revealed that he was fabricating a
first-generation carbonfibre Mini
Cooper shell, and suddenly, all my
various interests came into focus
in the form of a question: could I
build a car from scratch using that
shell? Could it be built in one half
of a two car garage? How long
would it take? What would it cost?
After several years of reading
every car design book I could
find, what followed was 10 years
of designing and building what
became Kimini, a mid-engine
Mini Cooper replica with a Honda
Prelude engine. In addition, a book
of the same title was written, so
that others could refer to it for
what’s involved in dropping a FWD
drivetrain into the rear of a car.

THE KIMINI 2.2 CAR
PROJECT

I greatly enjoyed driving Kimini,
but in the back of my mind was
still the draw of my original
interest, the Lotus Seven. Also at
play, because my working space
is one half of a two-car garage,
was that I couldn’t build anything
new without moving Kimini out.
I didn’t want to park it outside,
but I also didn’t want to put it
into storage. Additionally was the
issue of funding; where in order to
build something new, I needed the
money locked up in Kimini, so the
decision was made to sell her.
Having funding, and a now-open
workspace, I realized that building
a Seven-type car today is more
challenging due to the popularity
of FWD cars, coupled with
lesser numbers of front-engine
rear-drive drivetrains. An entire
generation of kids have grown up
knowing nothing but modern FWD
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Laser cut rear
suspension parts.

Snug and
secure...

...with
harnesses.

some ideas for the basic structure underlying
the engine mounts and came up with a great,
simple, design that incorporated the rear lower
suspension arm forward mounting points too.
He even designed and supplied the laser-cut and
folded parts I needed. Craig has also supplied me
a few other vital parts along the way and I am
eternally grateful for his assistance with this.
It would be wrong to describe it as a slog,
I really enjoyed the whole measure-cut-weld
thing and on the whole, it went well with only
a few bits of angry grinder assisted ‘edit un-do’
type stuff, but there is no denying it’s quite an
undertaking. I tended to do shed-sessions of
around 3 or 4 hours and some days, I was lucky
to put one tube on the car.
For the rear suspension, the book suggests
making a jig from suitable timber, but it’s a
pretty complicated beast and I wasn’t looking
forward to it. Meanwhile, one fellow Midlana
builder had been doing both a physical and a
virtual build of his car so had everything drawn
up in CAD. He had already supplied me with
some laser-cut parts for the front wishbones
and once again came to the rescue with his take
on the rear suspension brackets & supports. He
had designed a pair of sections that could be
easily and accurately made on the bench, then
located in space pretty easily using a version of
the simple jigs much as per the front. He kindly
supplied a copy of the CAD drawings at 100%
scale for me to work off. Thanks Andre!
Just over a year got me from a bare build table

to a largely complete chassis, with suspension
and steering. At this stage, it needed to come off
the table and onto a trolley to give better access,
and I sold the table to a friend for his build
project too, which was nice. In an ideal world, I’d
have kept the table….you never know! Sadly, no
room for that, so off went the table to pastures
new. I quickly knocked up a chassis trolley for
the rest of the build.
The next phase of the build was all those
fiddly bits you never give a second thought to
when building from a kit. Took ages! Having
committed myself to doing a cheap build (yes,
I know….), I was intending on using the donor
Alfa 166 instrument cluster, wiring, switches
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Finished Midlana with
deeply raked screen.

Chassis on its dolly.

engines, so the design challenge
shifted to: Can a Seven for today
be made using today’s modern
and powerful FWD drivetrains,
and still resemble a Seven? One
that allowed enthusiasts of FWD
drivetrains to use their familiar
powerplant? After five years of
designing, building, the question
was answered with Midlana. A
book by the same name was also
written.

MIDLANA

Build standard
is very high.

etc etc. I was a bit concerned as quite often,
re-homing OEM instruments can look a bit cack
on something like this. I think I got away with it
here, visually speaking, but packaging wise it was
a total nightmare. Having stuck with the Alfa
electrics, I also had to use the Alfa switchgear
and that meant the Alfa upper column, again,
a packaging nightmare compared to using say
the MX5 parts, but I eventually managed to get
10lbs of stuff into a 5 lb bag, as they say. Probably
the biggest compromise I had to make was with
the windscreen wipers. Ideally, they’d have been
hinged at the right but it was totally impossible
to achieve that. As it turned out, with some
careful selection of wiper spindle locations, arm
& blade lengths and sweep angles I got wiper
sweep coverage pretty good. Way better than
the Westfield we have anyway.
There were one or two up-sides to using
the parts I did though. The upper column is
adjustable for rake & reach, and is collapsible
which ticks some IVA boxes, the switchgear
is all OEM quality and even includes cruise
control (the Alfa 166 was really a very well
made car…). All the electrical loads are relay
controlled as standard and by using the fuse/
relay panels from the donor, it all just plugged
together pretty much. That said, I did have
to remove rather a lot of unwanted systems.
No use for digital climate control, electric
memory seats, DSP audio system, ABS, airbags,
integrated controls system (LCD panel with
NAV, climate, audio controls on it), central
locking, electric windows….all the ‘essentials’ of
modern motoring. I probably removed half the
original loom in the end. Probably the biggest

The Midlana prototype was
first driven in 2013; I still have
it and enjoy every drive. It’s very
much like being 16-yrs old and
borrowing your dad’s crazy-fast
car. It’s a good thing that I’m as
old as I am, because it’s hard to
resist turning every traffic light
and twisty road into a race. What
doesn’t help is that I always
wanted at least one car that was
turbocharged, so it’s propelled by
a turbo Honda K2.4L. Being 730
kg, with 350–530 whp, depending
upon fuel, boost, means the only
reason why I and the car are still in
one piece is that I respect her, and
am always slightly fearful.
Unlike with Kimini, right now
I don’t currently feel a pressing
desire to move on to another
project, though a few ideas are
percolating. Being basically a
Seven means it’s very noisy and
very windy, and with me getting on
in years, I wonder about something
enclosed with doors, heating,
and cooling! At the same time,
there are thoughts of pushing
into the new frontier of electric
power, perhaps adapting a Tesla
drivetrain into something much
lighter. This option is intriguing but
fraught with unknowns, such as
would the Tesla software lock up if
it detects it’s been modified? How
much do we care that an electric
Seven would be taller, wider, and a
lot heavier than a true Seven? And
lastly, it means spending a big pile
of money upfront to find out.
To end up with bricked project
because it radioed to Tesla that it’s
been altered would be a very bad
day, so while both ideas continue
to percolate, for now they remain
just possibilities, and Midlana
currently fills all my desire for
crazy performance.
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Caterham nose cone needed
lengthening and widening.

up-side was cost – having done this before more
than once, I know just how much you can spend
on even basic instruments and an aftermarket
ECU etc. I could of course have gone entirely
the other direction and chosen a digital dash,
configurable PDU and aftermarket ECU, and
although that would have made packaging a
whole lot simpler, it would have been expensive. I
figure my time is free.
So, much time and pondering was involved in
dealing with quite a small, but very busy section
of the car – the scuttle area. This contained two
large fuse/relay/electronics units, a bulky wiper
motor, an instrument cluster, a screen demisting
micro-heater unit, an upper steering column
and switches, main lighting switch and some
secondary switches for hazards, fogs, fan etc.
I could have made life simpler by not having a
screen at all, so no wipers, no demist, but I’ve
never really fancied that route myself. Again, I’m
an old fart remember.
Having completed all the systems and
managing to cram everything in, I had a
basically complete and functional naked car. If
you happen to live in the US, you can buy some
fibreglass parts that pretty much fit straight on
a Midlana, but, well, I don’t, so I bought a cheap
copy of a Caterham (I think) nose and added a
few inches to the width and a fair bit of area to
the sides. I went with some Westfield front cycle
wings and some extra-extra wide rear wings that
were made primarily for track use cars. Recently
I found out there are alternatives better suited to
a Midlana available here for sensible money, but
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Aluminium
bodywork.

it’s too late now!!
The bulk of the bodywork is formed from
aluminium sheet, largely flat if you follow the
book, although there are some really talented
builders out there making some incredibly
elegant versions. About this point in the build I
discovered a previously unknown appreciation
for Clecos. Can’t imagine building something
like this without lots of them.
All the panel forming apart from a few
beads was done by hand with lengths of various
materials for making bends/curves as needed.
I did buy a cheap bead roller which proved
invaluable and that leads me to something else I
stumbled upon during this build….3D printing.
Stand by for a ramble. I was publicly pondering
what to do about the front indicator stalks of
all things, and a friend on the WSCC forum
offered to design and print something for me
to try. I’d been aware of the existence of 3D
printing for a while, but never really ‘noticed’ it.

Chassis is beautiful.

Anyhoo, in short order a couple of parts arrived
and the whole idea just amazed me. Very soon
after, a cheap 3D printer arrived and I was a
convert. I’ve used this thing to print countless
jigs, marking gauges, tools, parts, whatever.
I’ve printed formers for bending tubes and
extrusions, dimple-dies, folding dies, rolling
dies, many, many covers for parts for IVA, fixing
brackets, switch housings etc etc etc. With the
right choice of materials, you can use printed
parts almost anywhere. All the things I printed
could of course have been made other ways and
I guess traditionally, would have been milled or
turned in many cases, but I don’t have a lathe or
mill. 3D printer – get one!
Panel work kept me busy for quite a while, but
eventually, I had a complete car, all working, all
panelled. Must be time to take it to bits then. I
carefully stripped it back down and moved on
to the next phase – paint. What with me being
awkward, life being somewhat messed up at

Nearly there.
Sort of.

Superbly done interior.

Alfa V6 sounds glorious.

On the road!

See – it’s easy really.

present for most of us and me just not wanting to
deal with the hassle of transporting a myriad of
bits here and there to get them painted, I decided
to DiY the paint. First step was to convert the
trusty chassis trolley into a rotisserie. I managed
to get enough useful bits out of the trolley to
make a good start, added some spare stock and a
couple of lengths of M12 all-thread and I had a
rotisserie with adjustable height.
This made it possible to give the chassis a
good clean and scuff up ready for some epoxy
primer and industrial black paint. The other
parts like brackets and suspension components
got the same treatment so I finally had the
makings of a chassis kit. I could have carried
on painting at this stage and done all the body
panels too, but space is always a problem, even
more so with a complete car broken down into
all its parts scattered all over the shop, so I
decided to reassemble the chassis and do the
panels later. I did have to do the floors and some
interior panels of course, but not too many.
As all good guide books say, assembly was
simply the reversal of disassembly... so the thing
got put back together.
I’d already had the engine running at the prebuild stage, but it was still nice to fire it up again
once everything was assembled for good.
Painting the rest of the body parts took a
while as it was weather dependent to a degree,
but it eventually got done. Overall, the paint
finish is okay – it’s a bit iffy here and there, but I
can live with it.
And that’s where it’s up to at this point. It was
always intended as a road car, so will need an
IVA test before it can be registered. Currently
waiting for a test appointment. Don’t hold your
breath!
Without Kurt publishing his book, I really
don’t think I’d have ever contemplated this level
of build. As of writing this, as far as we know,
there are only two completed cars – Kurt’s
original and now mine, but there are quite a few
being built around the world. I was just lucky to
have lots of free time on my hands.
Already I’m being asked ‘what next’ again. I’m
saying nothing this time!
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